Every local area to provide 50 working, publicly accessible drinking
water fountains
A submission from Sustain to the National Food Strategy call for evidence
Improving public access to drinking water would contribute to the National Food Strategy’s priorities
by providing solutions to myriad public health and environmental issues.
In the last 15 years, bottled water consumption has doubledi. Alongside an increase in consumption
of other soft drinks, this means 13 billion plastic bottles are used in the UK every yearii. Bottles make
up one third of plastic pollution in the seaiii. Encouraging people to carry and refill a reusable bottle,
such as by providing drinking water fountains, saves resources and carbon dioxide emissions used to
produce and transport bottles and reduces the costs of waste and recycling for local authorities.
Sugary drinks have been singled out as a major contributor to excess sugar in our dietsiv, a large and
avoidable contributor to diet-related disease, and links with child obesity, early onset diabetes and
tooth decayv. Children consume three times the recommended amount of sugarvi, and almost a
quarter of sugar consumed by teenagers comes from sugary drinksvii. If located in areas where
children congregate, fountains would provide an alternative to sugary drinks, and to Refill points in
cafes and shops where 24 hour access is limited, particularly to teenagers who may not feel
welcome.
According to research by Keep Britain Tidy and BRITA, 78% of people would like to see greater
availability of free tap water in public spacesviii. Water fountains provide an accessible and
convenient way for people to refill bottles and consume drinking water on the go.
New refill points and drinking fountains have been mentioned as part of key strategic policies
recently, including London’s Child Obesity Taskforceix, the Chief Medical Officer’s reportx, and the
Government’s 25 year Environment Planxi. However they all lack detailed plans or targets.
Evidence of success
Sustain launched the 50 Fountains Challenge in September 2019 with City to Sea, who run the Refill
campaign. It encourages local areas to commit to 50 working publicly accessible drinking water
fountains, to install enough to hit their target and to list fountains on the Refill appxii. Whilst no area
currently does this (to our knowledge), we already have places like Southwark, which has 40
fountains, committing to meet this challenge in the next three yearsxiii. Hillingdon Council installed
over 30 in just one year (2018)xiv. More information on how the challenge works can be found
onlinexv.
The Mayor of London’s high profile partnership with Thames Water has seen new fountains installed
across the Capital, and the #OneLess programme estimates 77,737 litres of water have been
dispensed by 15 fountains over 12 months, equivalent to 155,474 500ml single-use plastic water
bottlesxvi.
The Children’s Health Fund, run by Sustain in partnership with over 100 restaurants including Jamie
Oliver’s, LEON and other businesses, distributed money raised by a pilot of the sugary drinks duty to
good causes including access to tap waterxvii. We received over 600 expressions of interest for
support on the water strand, with two thirds coming from schools, showing there is a clear desire for
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better provision in these settings. Of the projects supported, the price of fountains and installation
varied from under £1000 to £5000. The barriers to installation were less about money, and more
about commitment and prioritisation, as fountain installation takes time and often multiple
partners. Our guide to drinking fountain installation helps provide advice to overcome these
barriers. This learning provided the inspiration to encourage local areas to take a more strategic long
term approach to fountain installation, hence the 50 Fountains Challenge.
What does this idea need to succeed?
We want the National Food Strategy to champion the 50 Fountains Challenge. With just over 400
local administrative areas in the UK (local and unitary authorities), this would deliver over 20,000
working public drinking fountains, where currently they number in their hundreds. The Strategy
should also advocate a similar approach to supporting installation in education settings – backing
calls for water-only schools.
There are a number of funding options. A centralised scheme could provide economies of scale and
inspiration through bold new designs which provide iconic public infrastructure to be the telephone
and post boxes of the 21st centuryxviii. Equally, using funding as a carrot to identify local demand,
would put the onus on others to install the fountains, and could help unlock local match funding
from local authorities, landowners, community crowd funding or local business sponsorship.
This could be delivered to a large degree by ring fencing just 10% of one year’s revenue raised by the
Soft Drinks Industry Levy (£340million raised in first year) xix. This was an item of suggested spend in
the revenue committed through the Levy to the Healthy Pupils Capital Fund, but the monitoring has
not systematically focused on the impact of fountains funded.
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